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Deans propose Orientation changes
• Concerned students react with counterproposal
TOM PERRY

News Editor
During an Open Forum on Oct.
22, Dean of Students Judith Kay and

Dean of Faculty Terry Cooney announced the Administration's proposed changes to the Freshman Orientation Program. Dean of Admission George Mills was also involved
in the decision making process, but
did not attend the meeting.
Entitled "Prelude, Passages, and
Perspectives," the new schedule reduces the orientation process from
eleven to eight days. "The general
consensus was that we really needed
to shorten orientation and spread
things out for freshmen," Kay stated.
"This is a heavily reviewed program
and we are always looking to improve the schedule."
While the Prelude and Passages
portion would still be entacted under this new proposal, the Perspec-

tives part of Orientaion would be cut
almost completely. According to
Kay and Cooney, the main reason for
this modification was due to past student evaluations and an e-mail survey conducted last spring.

This is a heavily
evieweiIjirofraIii iiuil
are always look/ni to
improve the scbe,luIe.
Bean Jul/tb Kay
—

Under this proposed program,
new students would arrive on campus on Sunday, and, as an entire
class, attend the Prelude portion on
Monday and Tuesday. Students
would then meet with advisers on
Wednesday and all 700 freshmen
would register for classes on

Thurday between 8 am. and 9 p.m.
Two sessions of Passages would
then occur simultaneously from Friday to Sunday, at Camp Parsons
(where Passages is currently held)
and at Camp Thunderbird (a new
location). New students would return to campus on Sunday evening
and start classes Monday morning.
The more than sixty students who
attended the Open Forum found
themselves concerned over the
Administration's propoal.
Students raised numerous questions to Kay and Cooney, including
overall costs, student-leader participation, and environmental costs of
having such a large number of individuals hiking in the Olympic National Forest.
In addition, many students, including ASUPS Senator Matt
Johnson, wondered why the admin-

'Mi*1 Check In, Campus Picnic, Chautauquas
ftotVPT Advising/Testing, Music Auditions, Prelude (2:00-4:30 p.m.,
6:00-9:00p.m.)
IT Individual Advising, Financial Aid Workshop, Prelude (3:00 p.m.7:00 p.m.)
YPtPP't Individual Advising, Work Study Workshop, Passages
Equimpment Check
1IJPP1 Registration (8:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.)
tJPIT Passages Departure (7:00 am. & 11:00 a.m.) to Camp Parsons
and Thunderbird
Passages—all day
'JNPIT Return to Campus from Passages at 9:00 p.m.
,oNE4T Classes Begins
Administration's proposed Freshman Orientation
'1T Check In, Picnic, Passages Equimpment Check
'VrPP'T Testing, Prelude (2:00 p.m.-4:30 p.m. & 5:30-9:00 p.m.)
MptcVPT Prelude (9:00 a.m.—1 1:30a.m.), 'Maroon' Passages Departs (1:00
p.m.), 'White' Perspectives Advising & Meetings (12:30p.m.-7:30 p.m.)
1PIT Advising, Registration (1:30 p.m.-8:00 p.m.), Music Auditions
PDPIT Urban Plunge (all day), 'Maroon' Passages Return
14T 'White' Passages Departs (1:00 p.m.), 'Maroon' Perspectives
Advising & Meetings (12:30 p.m.-7:30 p.m.)
TJ1T Advising, Registration (1:30 p.m.-8:00 p.m.), Music Auditions
11T Urban Plunge (all day), 'White' Passages Return
U?!1 Day of Rest, Class Schedules Avaliable, Bookstore Special Hours
pi4PPT Classes Begin

See Orientation, page 3

Students' proposed Freshman Orientation
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many, Russia, Japan, and India. She
plans to interview and study women
astronomers, paying particular at-

Four UPS seniors were recently
selected as candidates for the Thomas J. Watson Foundation Fellow-

tention to the role of women in science.
Lucas plans to travel to South

ship.

Africa, Chile, Australia, New

Picked from a UPS pool of 17,
Regina Antonia Jorgenson, Hannah
Lucas, My Nguyes, and Katherin
Wren are eligible to receive a
$ 1 8,000 Fellow Scholarship to study

Zealand, and Antarctica to observe
and compare the behavior of nine
different species of penguins. Lucas

abroad.

According to English Professor
Sarah Sloane, the Thomas J. Watson
Foundation provides Fellows an opportunity for a focused and disci-
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plined "wanderjahr" of their own
devising. Students have the opportunity to explore a particular interest, to test their aspirations and abilities, to view their lives and American society in greater perspective,
and develop a more informed sense
of international concern.
Applicants were required to submit a 14-page proposal and to attend
an interview. Evaluations were conducted by UPS professors Mott
Green, Susannah Hannaford, Stuart
Smithers, Sloane, and 1979 Watson
Fellow Leonard Krause.
Jorgenson, a physics major (Honors Program), hopes to travel to Ger-

is a natural science major with an
emphasis in biology.
Nguyen, a studio art major, hopes

to paint in several Vietnamese cities, including Hanoi, Da Lat, Chao

Dac, and Ho Chi Minh City.
Finally, Wren, an English major
with a creative writing emphasis,
plans to travel to Scotland, North-

ern Ireland, Germany, Hungary,
Rumania, and Israel. She hopes to

write a collection of poetry and
prose that explores the mental, emotional, physical, and religious borders that separate communities from
Belfast to Jerusalem.
Up to 60 Watson Fellows will be
selected from the 204 nominated by
51 private colleges and universities
throughout the United States. The
group will hear by March 15, 1998.
This year, Erich von Tagen and
Mary Walker are currently embarked on their own Fellowship.

Week raises alcohol
awareness on campus
Tn&vis CooK
Staff Writer

If you didn't know much about alcohol, after last week's planned
events, you're sure to have a better
idea. National Collegiate Alcohol
Awareness Week is intended to increase students' knowledge of the effects of alcohol.
Drinking has always been a big
issue on college campuses, as it is
the first time that most students are

away from home in a place where
there are no parents stopping them
from experimenting. Some feel that
it is fine to try new and different
things. The problem, according to
a National Collegiate Alcohol
Awareness Week representative, is
that many students get carried away.
Planned events for the week included a Grim Reaper Wall, a collaboration of different student's experiences with alcohol, numerous
speakers, a car involved in a fatal

drunken driving crash, the RHAC
Pledge Drive To Not Drink and
Drive, Take Back the Night, as well
as other activities. The Tattler even
included alcohol facts as well
Mocktails, or non-alcoholic drink
ideas for parties.
Some college students may think
that there is nothing wrong with alcohol when used in moderation but
unfortunately, at many universities,
drinking problems arise.
"Peer pressure is the biggest problem, when you're making people
drink when they don't want to," said
sophomore Scott Leonard
It's also easy to lose track of how
much alcohol you've consumed,
particularly when you've been consuming a lot of alcohol in short span
of time.

"Do you think Fall
Break is over-rated?
What did you do?"
"Fall Break is over-rated!
What can we really be
expected to do with one day
off of school? Even with a car,
it's not enough time to get
anywhere and back. I spent it
like a normal weekend,
except everything I needed
on campus was closed for
'vacation."
—Jaye Warner

"Fall Break wasn't even a
break! It was an excuse for
everything on campus to
shut down. A break should
be considered to be at least
a week. I can take off a
Monday if I want to on my
own. In fact, I think I will!"
—Brian Mulry
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Grief Group, a support group focusing on grief, loss,
and relationships, will meet weekly at the Counseling,
Health, and Wellness Center to discuss feelings about losing someone important. Call xl555 to sign up.
Don't miss the incredible annual Chemistry Magic
Show put on by Tim "The Wizard" Hoyt and Bill Dasher,
Oct. 30 at 4:00 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. inThompson 126.

C
r
T

Dr. Chalmers Johnson will lecture on "East Asian Security and Justice for Okinawa" on Oct. 30 at 4:00 p.m. in
the Rotunda.
Crabs on Campus! Crabs is the most prevalent STD on
campus. Learn to protect yourself from crabs, genital warts,
herpes, and other STDs at an informative discussion group
on Oct. 30 at 6:30 p.m. in the Shelmidine Room.

'd

A new campus band, Happy to Stagger, will perform in
the Rendezvous on Nov. 4 at 9:00 p.m.

Psi Chi Grad School Night is Nov. 5 at 7:00 p.m. in Howarth 005.
Featuring Jan Kruper, Ph.D., from the Washington School of Professional Psychology. All are welcome.
"Our Country's Good" tickets are on sale at the Info Center. The
show is Oct. 30 and 31 at 7:30 p.m., and Nov. 1 at 2:00 p.m. and 7:30
p.m. Evening tickets are $10 general, $6 student/sr. citizen. Matinee
tickets are $8 general, $5 student/sr. citizen.
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"Fall Break totally ruled! It
gave me an opportunity to

enjoy the area. The extra
day definitely made the
weekend much better. Fall
Break is totally what you
make of it. I loved every
second of it. I spent the
long weekend at Smith
Rock with a whole bunch of
people."
—Tisha Tarn
Photo Poll by A. Barker
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Students elect new ASUPS reps
BECKY BROWNING
Asst. News Editor
A retreat was held last weekend
for the newly elected ASIJPS senators at the Alderbrook Inn, just outside of Bremerton. The retreat gave
senators a starting point, providing
resources and discussion of upcoming plans and possibilities for the
year.
Senator-at-Large Wayland Cossey
stated, "The retreat is a time to introduce new senators to what
ASUPS is. We want to show them
ways to get started in ASUPS without feeling lost."
Fall election results were posted
in the ASUPS office on Oct. 15.
Sophomore Ginanna Piccardo and
senior Ted Therriault won the Senator-at-Large campaign. This year's

University owned housing senator
will be Andy Weidman. Freshman
voters chose Allison Eberhard to represent them in the senate, and Dana

irieally, for a fall
loll, 2Z85ftstrnlent
cination)is above
However, it/s
iiot a figure we shouk/be
satisfied wit/i.
Waylaiid Cossey
Jaime was elected as the new Residence Hall Senator.
Junior Pablo Valentine was
elected Off-Campus Senator.

Sophomore Robin Dornfeld, the
new Greek Senator, mentioned plans
for the upcoming year, "One of my
goals is to work on Greek relations
since there has been so many problems between some of the houses
lately." Dornfeld has also expressed
interest in programming activities
for the spring. "I want to work with
the ASUPS Programming Board to
create another activity like Songfest,
which had a lot of Greek support. It
was really fun, I loved the involvement and I want to see that again."
715 students voted in this election,
only 27.8% of the entire student
body. "Historically, for a fall election 27.8% is above average. However, it is not a figure we should be
satisfied with," Cossey remarked. In
future years ASUPS hopes to raise
the number of active student voters

to 30-40%.
Inconvenient ID card validation
processes as well as a lack of communication with those living offcampus are two contributing reasons for a low voter turnout.
ASUPS is currently working on
implementing an electronic validation system, which could be available as early as next year. A debate
and question panel was held in
Marshall Hall in hopes of getting
the student body better acquainted
with the candidates. In addition,
candidates, as well as the Elections
Committee, are using e-mail more
frequently as a resource to keep students informed of issues.
New senators were sworn in at
the inauguration Tuesday evening
during the weekly informal senate
meeting held in the WSC.

University hosts
war re-enactment
MArr McGmis
Staff Writer
On Saturday, Nov. 1, the 20' Main
Volunteer Infantry of the Union
Army will be temporarily occupying Todd Field. Yes, you read right,
the Union Army, that of the Civil
War fought in this country between
1861-5.
Coordinated by University Hall
RA Jenni Betschart, this "Living
History" of Civil War life will visit
UPS from 9:30-5 and present a variety of features to educate the campus on Civil War life.
The participants, approximately
10 men and 7 women from Washington and Oregon, will be dressed
in period clothing and have a variety of supplies on hand, including
cooking utensils, bandages, and
muskets.
In addition to being available to
answer any and all questions, re-enactors will hold demonstrations

)

throughout the day, including a fashion show at 10:30 in the Rotunda, a
dance demonstration at 11:30, and a
drill demonstration.
Two talks will be offered: one at
1:00 on the "Common Soldier," and
the other at 2:15 on women's roles
in the War.
Betschart, a re-enactor of Living
History since age 13, became involved with Civil War reenactments
through her parents, who will also
take part in the exhibition on Satur day. She sees this day, and other
days like it, as an "exciting way to
expose people to history."
She hopes to convey something to
the campus community that she sees
as lacking in many history books, the
lives of those involved.
All clothing and accessories are
backed by historical research, allow ing the participants to offer the most
accurate portrayal of life possible.
For more information, contact
Residential Programs.

Lude Caesars®

Orientation, from page 1
istration did not work directly with
students in drafting the proposal. "I
realize that you recieved student input from past evaluations and the email survey, but I was wondering
why students were not present when
this proposal was formulated,"
Johnson stated.
The group of students, mostly
made up of Prelude, Passages, and
Perspective leaders, then devised a
counter proposal, which was turned
in to Kay's office on Tuesday.
While this,new proposal still reduced the number of days of orientation from eleven to eight days, the
group incorporated many of the traditional events into their proposal.
Under this student plan, freshmen
would arrive on campus on Saturday, and then, as a whole, attend the
Prelude portion on Sunday and
Monday morning.
Similar to years past, the class
would then be divided according to
the school colors--maroon and
white. The maroon group would attend Passages from Monday afternoon to Wednesday evening, while
the white group would attend Perspectives. The class would then
switch programs in the middle of the
week. The Passages portion would
only use Camp Parsons.
In addition, the student's proposal
allows freshmen to take a day of rest,
Sunday, prior to classes starting on
Monday. During this time, new students would have the opportunity to
purchase books and wash clothing
before classes began. "We really
thought the administration's proposal did not give the new students
enough time to prepare for classes
on Monday. We want to make sure
freshman, and campus leaders, are
well-rested for class," Junior Justin
Cathcart, a Passages Leader, said.
ASUPS President Kevin Barhydt
hopes to hear Kay's thoughts by next
week.

LSAT - GRE
GREAT PREP GREAT PRICE

GIVE YOUR PARENTS
A NEW VIEWPOINT:

Great Taste! Great Price! Pizza!Pizza!
$5.99
BIG!BIG! Small 14" 1 topping
BIG!BIG! Medium 16" 1 topping
$7.99
BIG!BIG! Large 18" 1 topping
$9.99
$1.59
WORLD FAMOUS CRAZY BREAD

TEST
PREPARATION
SERVICES

206-923-0292
tAMILY VISION & CONTACT LENS CENTER

..........

.......

..........

.....

DR. STANLEY W. PUGH

CHEESE OR TOPPINGS

OPTOMETRIST

ANY SIZE!!!
tI •99ExTRA
*UPS STUDENTS AND FACULTY

RECIEVE I FREE TOPPING WITH I.D.
*NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER SPECIAL

6Th & SPRAGUE 272-3232
WE DELIVER CAMPUS AREA FOR ONLY $2
HOURS: Sun - Thur 11 to 9PM / Fri & Sat 11 to 10PM

FAMILY VISION &
CONTACT LENS CENTER

Commencement Bay
Bed & Breakfast
Minutes from UPS at 3312 N. Union Avenue
(253) 752-8175
http://besflnns.net/usa/wa/cb.html

Yr/andly Eye Car. S/flea 1961

Wide Selection Of
Frames & Contact Lenses
Ask Us About
Refractive (Laser) Surgery
Student
Discounts

759-5679
2514 North Adams

Evenings
Appts

Thursday I 30th
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"Our Country's Good"
7:30 p.m.
UPS Theater
$6 with UPS ID

1#i

"Material Texuality: How
to Read a Poem"
10:00 a.m.
Wheelock Student Center
Free
Rm. 101
,

"Cemetery Man" & "Dead
Aiive
Call 572-5670 for times
Rialto Theater $5

"Kids"
Part of Cine AIDS
7:00p.m.
Blue Mouse Theater $5

'

"Cemetery Man" & "Dead
Alive"
Call 572-5670 for times
Rialto Theater $5

Vctor/Vi
ctoa
n
i
wi th Julie Andrews
Call Ticketmaster for tickets
5th Avenue Theater

$1 with UPS ID

"Our Country's Good"
2:00 & 7:30 p.m.
'€Ib' UPS Theater
$6 with UPS ID
(matinee $5 with UPS ID)

*

Incognito Dance
9:00p.m.
Marshall Hall $5

Pow Wow
UPS Theme Year Activity
6:00 p.m.
Call 573-9366 for more info
Chief Leschi School Free
"Falstaff'
Call for times
Pantages Theater
$25-$45

9
J
tJ

For Sale

Employment

Classic floral design for your bridal
and floral arrangements. 16 years exoffers an intensive 5 day certificate perience. 584-6471
course (eve/wknds) to certify you as a
Teacher of English (TESOL). 1000's
of jobs avail. NOW! Free info pack.
$6
Call toll-free. 1-888-486-6612. Next Classifieds
course: Seattle, Nov 1923.
TRAVEL-TEACH ENGLISH.

World Wide TESOL Training Institute

t _
9~
31~

are
for up to 20 words.
Contact Wen at
756-3278.

I

Happy to Stagger
//' 9:00p.m.
) Club Rendezvous Free

"Walking on Turtle Island"
AS UP S Cultural Event
7:00p.m.
Rotunda Free

I

25); Sun(4:10,7);

l

,,
Miss Julie
all 272-2145 tickets
' ct Theater $25

~WA
(

,.,

"Victor/Victoria"
with Julie Andrews
Call Ticketmaster for tickets
5th Avenue Theater
"Miss Julie"
Call 272-2145 for tickets
Act Theater $25
"Falstaff'
Call for times
Pantages Theater
$25-$45

"Falstaff'
Call for times
Pantages Theater
$25-$45

Wednesday I 5th
Q~

"Human Jazz"
with Christian Swenson
7:00 & 9:00 p.m.
Purcell's Loft
Call 627-1456 for info.
"Falstaff'

Q~

Call for times
Pantages Theater
$25-$45

We make owning
the latest computer
solutions easy...

and affordable.
Special Pricing
and Bundle Savings
for Students and Faculty

Don't let
aging technology
fail you!
Buy your next computer
from Multiple Zones

and get a head start
toward academic excellence.

Overnight Shipping Available

HALLOWEEN Midnite show: FROM DUSK TIL DAWN
$3 adm. with costume, $4 without
Honoring Native American Artist: Sun 1pm $5 adm

k

$25-$45

f

Over 20,000 Products
to Choose From

nTh

p Al

"Falstaff'
Ca1l for times
Pantages Theater

Tuesday I 4th

* BoIdfacetype denotes on-campus events *

jJ33/f/f3

Monday I 3rd

The Fight for Land and
Liberty"
by Elvia Alvarado
4:00p.m.
Rotunda Free

"Scream"
6:00 p.m. & 8:30 p.m.
Mc 003

,

"Scream"
7:00 p.m. & 9:30 p.m.
Mc 003
$1 with UPS ID

"Our Country's Good"
7:30 p.m.
UPS Theater
$6 with UPS ID

*

Sunday I 2nd

,

"Scream"
7:00 p.m. & 9:30 p.m.
Mc 003
$1 with UPS ID

"Victor/Victoria"
with Julie Andrews
Call Ticketmaster for tickets
5th Avenue Theater
"Miss Julie"
Call 272-2145 for tickets
Act Theater $25

Saturday I 1st

"Victor/Victoria"
with Julie Andrews
Call Ticketmaster for tickets
5th Avenue Theater

friday I 31st

W

.

''

zç

*

"Cemetery Man" & "Dead
Alive"
Call 572-5670 for times
Rialto Theater $5

Adults $4 Seniors or 16 & under $3
Matinee before 5pm $3 adult & $2
-

-

Call toll-free:

013

888.823.8605
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'Country' aims for head as well as heart
• New production studies effect of
theatre through play within a play
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JESS KOEPL
Staff Writer
The tale of a group of English convicts preparing the first play to be
presented on Australian soil ("The
Recruiting Officer" by George
Farquhar) is the theme of Timberlake
Wertenbaker's "Our Country's
Good," currently being performed
by the UPS Inside Theatre. The play
is based on the historical novel "The
Playmaker" by Thomas Keneally,
the same author who wrote
"Schindler's List." Although this
story is set in Sydney, Australia during the late 1780s (as opposed to
Nazi Germany), it still delivers a
powerful message—how words can
affect our lives and transform us. In
effect, if music can soothe the savage beast, then drama can calm the
evil within.
"Our Country's Good" was originally brought to the Theatre
department's attention by honors smdent Sara Freeman, class of '95, who
based her honors thesis on
Wertenbaker's early plays. Since
then, Theatre Survey classes have
studied this play on several occasions. Professor Geoffrey Proehl
liked the play, and decided to bring
it out of the classroom and onto the
stage for this year's fall production.
"One of the reasons I wanted to
do [the play] is because it deals with
the power of words in our lives," said
Proehl, who is directing the production. "Our Country's Good" deals
with a concept Proehi calls "words
in the mouth," that is, not only the
way our mouths and lips form words,
but also how they can affect our
minds and hearts. In the program

notes for the play, Proehi asks, "Can
[words] transform us? Can they, beneath skin and muscle, reshape our
skeletons, realign (at least metaphorically) our DNA?"
"I'm also very interested in the
process of rehearsal and the process
of working on a play ... it makes a tiny
community out of those people,"
said Proehl.
One of the characters in the play,
Captain Arthur Phillip, (played by
Curtis Kamiya), echoes this sentiment, commenting, "a play is a
world in itself-a tiny colony you
might say."
Proehl emphasizes the power of
rehearsal—"a time when a group of
people come together to make something beautiful." According to
Proehl, this play (and its rehearsal)
allowed the actors to become closer
to each other, much like their own
characters.
Said dramaturg Sara Esch, junior,
"Everyone fell in love with each
other!"
Although the ensemble consists of
only 18 actors (about a third of
which are theatre majors), there are
28 characters. As a consequence,
many members of the cast have two
parts. But the parts the characters
play are so different that it is almost
impossible to confuse them. Most
often, the actors play both a prisoner
and ajailer. This combining of parts
is also present in the play within the
play; when one of the cast members
can't perform because he has run
away from the prison camp, John
Wisehammer (played by Pannill
Camp), complains that the audience
won't be able to tell the difference
between his two parts because they

Unversit) of Puget Sounb
Communkation anb Tbeatre Arts Department
presents
Our Country's Gooô
•
by
Tiniberlake wertenbaker
baseô upon the novel
T6e P[amaer
by T&on'ias Keneally
Divecteô by Geoff proe&l
T&ursôay, Oct. 30 7:30 p.nl.
Frilay Oct. 3' 7:30 p.n'l.
Saturèay, Nov. i, 1:00 p.}fl. & 7:30 p.141.
Insiôe Tbeatre, Jones Halt
EveninØ: $io general, $6 stuôent/senior citizen
Matinee: $8 general, $ stuôent/senior citizen

Tic1ets available tbrou& the university
infonnation Center, 756-3419, or at the boor
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are played by the same person. But
Second Lieutenant Ralph Clark,
(played by Jason Macaya), the officer who is directing the play, tells
him that the audience must use their
imagination. When Wisehammer
protests that maybe the other convicts can't (or won't) use their imaginations, Clark explains that that is
the purpose of theatre—to make
people think. Indeed, the whole play
is about how people can be changed
by theater—how art can transform
humanity.
Proehl also brought up the point
that this play very much reflects our
own lives. "I think there's a parallel
between the characters in the play
and how they're trying to make a life
and UPS students trying to make
their way in a college environment."
He mentions in the program notes
that "the soldiers engage in a debate
that sounds like the faculty discussing the core curriculum." He added
that it is up to us to decide "what
kind of theatre we will choose for
ourselves."
Although set in Australia, the actors don't use accents. "We decided
it would be best not to use a dialect
because it affects the ways an actor
produces sounds, and when you
change that, it affects their emotional
honesty," said Proehl. He said it was
hard enough to make Wertenbaker's
"stripped, raw, rough language" their
own, let alone have to deal with accents. Making the characters emotionally believable was exhausting
work, both physically and mentally.
They had to deal with characters and
settings unfimiliar to them, and had
to make the words they uttered speak
not only verbally, but also in the
hearts and minds of themselves and
the audience.
As the prisoners rehearse "The
Recruiting Officer," they not only

•

learn to articulate and act, but also,
for some, to express themselves
through the characters they play.
Others are able to step into new roles
that let them forget the horrors of
food shortages and barbaric punishments that abound in the tiny penal
Australian colony. In one of the most
moving lines of the play, Arscott
(played by Ted Spas) says, "When I
say Kite's lines I forget everything
else. I forget the judge said I'm go-

4
•

<•

4

ing to have to spend the rest of my
natural life in this place getting
beaten and working like a slave. I
can forget that out there it's trees and
burnt grass, spiders that kill you in
four hours and snakes . . when I speak
Kite's lines I don't have to hate anymore." So, in "Our Country's
Good," words do have an effect on
the characters. But it is up to us, the
audience, to take what they say to
heart and let them affect us.
.

Dig graves, eat fire for tricky rock treats
Gravediggaz - The Pick, the Sickle, and the Shovel
Jonathan Fire*Eater - Wolf Songs for Lambs
TED SPAS

Shovel is their second release, and

Music Columnist

it's a difficult record. Where the first
Gravediggaz LP was mainly produced by Prince Paul, receiving the
same shiny, high-energy vibe he lent
to the first three De La Soul records,
the new one is almost entirely
handled by The
RZA and his protegees Truemaster
> and Fourth Disciple. Thus, it
takes several steps
away from the lip-smacking, tonguein-cheek fiendishness of the debut,
ending up much closer to the swooping, eerie strings, hypnotic beats, and
dense, headspinning rap styles of the
Wu-Tang's recent efforts.
The final result is an album that is
less fun than its predecessor, but a
damn sight more terrifying. There's
the thsjointed acoustic guitar
strangeness of "Dangerous Mindz,"
the menacing stomp of "Da Bomb,"
and the full blown King Voodoo
Pappy of them all, "Repentance
Day," featuring the Wu-Tang Clan's
incomparable Killah Priest. Laden
with vinyl hiss, echoing vocals, and
an ocean of noises, this track alone
is worth the price of admission.
Sure, the RZA and his mates can
get a bit repetitive, but their high

Well, it's almost Halloween,
kiddies. So come sit down by the
fire and I'll tell you all some scary
stories, we'll bob for apples, and
then I'll lead you all
out into the streets as
my unholy army of
,
the night. Yeah, yeah,
it's good clean fun.
No, we don't have
time to call your mom. Now put the
Gravediggaz album on and let's put
some razor blades in candy bars.
You all know about the
Gravediggaz, right? They're famous, right? Okay, kids, let's see if
dropping some names can refresh
your Babylon-clouded memory. Poetic... Frukwan... Prince Paul (gettingwarmer?)... the RZA. And if you
don't know who the RZA is, you
must be living under a rock, cos he's
the brains behind the Wu-Tang Clan.
The Gravediggaz are the inventors
of the horror-core genre, blending Bmovie-inspired lyrics with spinechilling beats and some bizarre concept about "waking up the dead."
They're brilliant, tough, and just the
tiniest bit mad.
The Pick, the Sickle, and the

points are higher than just about anyone else's. Where just about everyone else in hip-hop recycles dead
pop tunes and dances around in piles
of cash, the Gravediggaz kidnap you,
drug you up, and bury your Puff
Daddy-listenin' ass ALIVE. Just in
time for Halloween.
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Meanwhile, back in guitarland, a
band of five New York art kids (previously from Our Nation's Capital)
are terrifying dancehalls from coast
to coast with a farfisa organ, some
shambling drums, and a fist-full of
songs about orphans and criminals.
They're Jonathan Fire*Eater, and
they're sharp as brass tacks.
I witnessed a Fire*Eater manifestation over the summer at a Dandy
Warhols show, and they were in fine
form. The band kicked up a fierce,

pounding racket while singer
Stewart Lupton ranted, raved, and
swung his microphone over his head
for the WHOLE SET. He almost
took his bass player's damn head off.
He strutted, he pouted, he did shuffling James-Brown-style soul
dances, he kicked his rail-thin legs
over the mike stand, he put on a
damn SHOW. The question, then,
was if they could possibly translate
their live energy onto Wolf Songs for
Lambs, their debut long-player.
Well, they could, and they did.The
album leads off with an eerie, ringing guitar part before Matt Barrick's
massive drum shuffle leads in the
crackling organ. Stewart starts barking out his abstract lyrics like that
chump from Cake on a week-long
bender, and we're off to the
goddamn carnival.
The Jonathan Fire*Eater attack
plan most closely resembles Nick
Cave and the Bad Seeds' rootsy technique, but it's wedded to a smart-ass
swagger and arrogance that makes
this band a huge amount of fun.
Stewart injects much of the jump and
fire into the music, whooping and
sneering his way through some of
the year's most witty and decadent
lyrics. Check out "The Shape of
Things That Never Came," with the

delightful passage: "She's puttin' on
her makeup in the club car,/now
there's makeup everywhere/My little
princess." Now THAT'S writing.
Sure, the songs pretty much sound
the same, all mining the pounding,
scary carnival vein, but the sound is
addictive and unshakeable. It gets
under your skin so well that when
they DO bust out from their formula
(as on the moody "Everybody Plays
the Mime," or the fierce rave-up of
"These Little Monkeys") the whole
album feels as fresh as a mountain
stream. Well, a stream with a corpse
lying face-down in it, anyway.
Jonathan Fire*Eater are witty,
stylish, and they wield a menace that
makes most "alternative" music
seem pitifully gutless. Wolf Songs
makes it cool to be smart again.
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uiciide not only option for Tacomans
JASON

JAKArns

Coordinating Editor
Before I dive into this here article, I'll take a minute to explain the concept of this brand new column and what I hope to
accomplish with my weekly diatribes. It will have a very broad
range of topics, ranging from good Italian B-movie horror flicks
to teriyaki chicken reviews, all divulged to the UPS campus in
the honor-worthy cause of making your soggy life a little more
bearable here in Tacoma. I'll be happy if I can open the eyes of
one student and reveal a sliver of aesthetic or intellectual interest to someone mired in the doldrums and monotony of their
collegiate career. Let's give it a shot...
The Tacoma Book Center, located at 324 East 26th street in
downtown Tacoma, is a place where anyone with the slightest
bit of literary interest can spend countless hours wandering the
extensive, maze-like aisles of books in complete bliss. The Book

Center has it all: an incredibly extensive mystery and fantasy/
sci-fi collection, aisle upon ten-foot aisle of contemporary fiction, bestsellers, instructionals, historical, etc. It's a book store
that thrives of that little jump of excitement you get when
your perusing eyes spy a book you've been meaning to read
but had forgotten about.
So now that it's been established that The Tacoma Book
Center has everything and anything you could hope to find at
Borders, let's talk prices. Standard prices for paperbacks are
$2.50 to $3.00 for books that hardly seem used. And the collection is so extensive that there are usually multiple copies
of a book so you can search for the best prices. How often do
you get to pick the cheapest book at Waldenbooks? The
Tacoma Book Center also has a fairly impressive $1.00 book
section for those of us who don't care about the dilapidated
condition of our books.
The best part of the Tacoma Book Center is the overall am-

biance. People sprawled out in the aisles reading books they
couldn't wait to take home before opening. That old book
smell that wafts from the stores double doors. And then there
are The Stacks. Stacks of books fifteen feet high, looming
like unstable monoliths in the heart of the most traversed
portions of the store. In a store that is clouded in serenity
and bliss, these overwhelming Gods lean precariously over
you as you purchase books and watch over you from afar
like paperback deities. The Stacks add an element of bizarre
recklessness and devastating defiance of gravity in the face
of an unblemished, pristine altar to intellectual opportunity
and economic reasonability. They're like the discarded hearts
that I imagine peppering the stairs of those legendary Aztec
temples, adding that indescribable element of concern, excitement and awe.
Next week, once Halloween is over and we're able to move
onto other holidays, I'll talk about horror films.

'Life' could stand
to be less ordinary
JASON

JAxrrIs

Coordinating Editor
In many ways, "A Life Less Ordinary" isformulaic and standardized to the point of insult. Danny Boyle, the director of
"Trainspotting" and "Shallow Grave," selected for his next
project a movie rife with the "boy and girl from different social
classes hate each other in the beginning of the film but grow to
like each other, then get in a terrible fight, but then the boy comes
back and professes his love and everything is okay" stereotype
we all know and find boring as all hell. But, thanks mostly to the
influence of "Pulp Fiction" and the dark humor glaze that seems
to spread over 45% of all comedies and romances these days,
Boyle's endeavor escapes this stereotype with a series of bizarre and shocking scenes that contribute positively what is otherwise a poorly edited and awkwardly flowing romance.
Whether it is phone calls from God (on one of those stupid
see-through phones), beating up, running over and shooting angels, divine intervention the likes of which even Quentin
Tarantino hadn't considered, or scalpels plunging deep into human flesh, Boyle's film is unquestionably unique in it's construction of the standard romance film.
Robert (Ewan McGregor), a recently-firedjanitor, and Celine
(Cameron Diaz, with hands down the most radiant and alluring
eyes in show business), Robert's boss' daughter, play the byers-to-be. The film follows Robert's desperate and unplanned
kidnapping of Cebine, who proceeds to free herself of any power
that Robert has over her but doesn't escape, drawn in by the
panicked and constantly whiningjanitor. Their romance doesn't
actually bloom in any way, shape or form during the film. Romantic moments are usually inspired by alcohol or violence and
their completely opposing demanors retain their anti-magnetic
qualities until Boyle plays the ace in the film: angels, sent by
God and threatened with a permanent existence on—gasp!— Earth,
assigned to make the pair fall in love.
O'Reilly (Holly Hunter) and Jackson (Delroy Lindo) are fantastic as the constantly battered, shot and brutalized angels. These
are no ordinary angels, though. They resort to not so angelic
means to inspire Robert and Celine's romance to blossom. Examples of this include machine-gun fire, eviction, very bad
poetry and outright lies. Not surprisingly, these angels are also
prolific smokers, card-players and take on the roles of hit-men
(hit-persons, I guess) for Celine's father. While trying not to
take away from McGregor or Diaz, who both fill out their respective charcaters with charisma and charm, it is Hunter and
Lindo and the new twist they offer that establishes this as a fun
and unique romantic endeavor.
The conclusion to the film is some of the most non-relaist
romance made in quite some time, ripe with claymation, cartoons, dual soliloquies, and the gleaming white fingerprints of
God. It works to twist the entire mood and angle of the film
instead of following the destined path most romances do.
Perhaps the most disturbing aspect of the film is the concept
as a whole: is love still genuine if it is manufactured? Are the
angels merely physical incarnations of what is always going on
around us when we fall in love? Boyle blatantly, almost defensively, offers up his take, but the worth of the film's general
concept is still entirely up to the viewer.

HELPING YOU BUILD A SECURE FINANCIAL
FUTURE IS AN IMPORTANT JOB.
FORTUNATELY, WE HAVE THE PERFECT RESUME.
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eld, TIAA-CREF is eminently qualified to help you

build a comfortable, woriy-free retirement.
Our references are equally impeccable—today, nearly

Surprisingly low expenses
TIAA-CREF's operating costs are among the lowest in the
insurance and mutual fund industries? Therefore, more of your
money goes where it should—towards ensuring your future.

Easy diversification

two million of the best minds in America trust us with their

We offer a wide variety of expertly managed investment options

financial future.
Allow us to review our qualifications.

Superior strength
With $200 billion in assets, TIAA-CREF is the world's largest

to help build your assets. With stock, bond, money market, and
real estate accounts—as well as a guaranteed annuity to choose
from —TIAA-CREF makes diversification easy.

Unrivaled service

retirement organization—and among the most solid. TIAA
is one of only a handful of companies to have earned top

We believe that our service distinguishes us from eveiy other

ratings for financial strength and CREF is one of Wall Street's

retirement company. In the latest Dalbar Consumer Satisfaction
Survey, a study of 2,000 financial companies. TIAA-CREF was

largest investors.

Solid, long-term performance
We seek out long-term opportunities that other companies,

voted the leading provider of retirement plans.
If you work in education, research, or related fields, why

in pursuit of quick gains, often miss. Though past performance

not put TIAA-CREF's experience to work for you? To find

can't guarantee future results, this patient philosophy has

out more, visit our Web site at www.tiaa-cref.org or call us at

proven extremely rewarding.

1 800 842-2776.
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Ensuring the future

for those who shape it.'
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Voll e- yball 11=0, on road to regionals
enth in the nation, the road is only
getting tougher now as the women
continue to fight ahead with three
significant matches coming up. UPS
will hosted Pacific Lutheran yesterday and now the Loggers now face
Whitworth College on Friday and
Saturday this week as they play the
final four matches of the regular sea-

Jirmm LEE
Asst. Sports Editor

Perfection remains the name of
the game for the volleyball team
The volleyball team continues to
bring in victory after victory that has
resulted in a perfect 11-0 record in
the NCIC.
The Loggers have an overall mark
of 17-2 and now looks to make a
sweep for the NCIC title and perhaps
beyond to the regional and national
tournaments.
Puget Sound flew past the Central Washington Wildcats on Oct. 15
with three wins, 15-6, 15-5, and 174
15. According to coach Mark
Massey, the match was one of the
best team performances of the Loggers for the season.
The women also pulled out ahead
son on the road. Linfield and Pacific
against the Willamette University
University also stand on the list of
Bearcats on Oct. 18. The win of 15matches coming up the following
9, 15-8 and 15-11 moved the Log- week.
gers to 10-0 in the NCIC.
"It was difficult at first. We only
THE VOLLEYBALL TEAM proves relentless In its crusade towards perfection.
Freshman Lindsi Weber lead the
had
five returning players and a lot
Logger offense smashes the competition in last week's matches.
team with 47 assists. Also, the back
of new freshman and sophomores
court play of Anna Dudek and iagainst Central Washington and Loggers took care of the Bruins in a coming from the Loggers.
and it took us a while to get our feet
Stephanie Anderson combined for Willamette.
quick 15-9, 15-8, and 15-6. The
"We only have five games left and under us, but we did it," Selix said.
28 digs for the Loggers.
Crooks led the Loggers to two women were led by Stefanie Ander- we are really coming together as a "Its like something that takes
For that week, senior middle hit- more victories as she recorded 25
son with eleven kills in 25 attempts team," said sophomore Corrine time ... but we did it."
ter 'Vicky Crooks from Seattle was kills in 42 attempts and had just three and no hitting errors. Dudek added Selix. "We think that the nationals
The Loggers currently stand in a
selected as the NCIC Volleyball errors for a .500 hitting percentage.
seven kills, Crooks another six, and are an attainable goal but there are
favorable position as they prepare to
Player of the Week and also the UniThis week the women really took senior Lori Inman five.
still regionals to go through ... but host the upcoming NCIC Tournaversity of Puget Sound Athlete of the control as they brought up their
George Fox stands in second place we're confident."
ment on Nov. 15 in the UPS
week for her prior performance
Now ranked an impressive sev- Fielhouse..
record to 11-0 in the conference. The
in the NCIC with their only losses

lationals are an
altainable oaI bnt there
are sti//reh'!onals to o
throii'b bnt we're
confident.
—(err/ne So/li

Loggers pull ahead in race for NCIC title
SiERRA SPITZER

Sports Editor
Still in high spirits after defeating
PLU and capturing the team title, the
Puget Sound women's cross country team headed south to the University of Oregon Cross Country Invitational in Eugene.
The UPS Loggers left the Oregon
Ducks sputtering for air as sophomore, Kate Schmitt, flew past competitors to take the top collegiate finish in a time of 17:01. This performance also earned her the title of

NCIC Cross Country Runner of the
Week.
The Logger's performance was an
unexpected surprise for the field of
elite cross country runners competing in the meet. The Logger women
won the non-division I portion of the
meet with 28 points. UC Davis, the
third ranked DII school, was second
with 50 points.
The women's team dominated
with outstanding finishes across the
board. Andrea Boitano was eleventh
overall in 17:39, second among nonDI runners. Sara Campbell was 32nd

overall and Dana Murray 35th.
The men's team also put in a good
showing, featuring sophomore Dave
Davis, who also earned the NCIC
title for the week with his tenth place
finish among all collegiate runners
and third among non-DI runners.
Doug Ryden also performed well
with a 15th place finish. UPS finished third behind Spokane CC and
UC Davis in the team competition.
The men's B team, who did not
participate in the University of Or egon meet, also got their chance to
shine in a competition against

George Fox University. Micah
Grigonis ran for the first time all season and finished the 8K course with
the Logger's best time.
The biggest challenge still lies
ahead as the Loggers concentrate on
training for the upcoming NCIC
championship meet that will be held
Saturday, Nov. 1 at George Fox.
However, the Loggers can head
into the meet with the confidence of
an outstanding season record to back
them up, last year's championship
title under their belt, and a surplus
of talent to drive them through this

year's event.
Both the men's and women's
teams will be racing to defend their
championship title. The women's
team are favored in the team event
while Schmitt stands as the individual favorite.
The Logger men will have to
chase the Lutes and perhaps the
Wildcats of Linfield to defend their
team title. This conference championship will be the final event prior
to the NAIA National Cross Country Championship held Nov. 15 in
Kenosha, Wisconsin.

Football suffers defeat in pair of road games
Scorr LEONARD
Staff Writer
The UPS Logger football team
was unable to take advantage of a
bi-week, losing two important NCIC
games on the road. The Loggers
were thumped 34-0 by the Lewis and
Clark Pioneers two weeks ago and
lost a close game in the fourth quar ter last Saturday, 16-13 to Eastern
Oregon University.
Travelling to Portland to face
Lewis and Clark, the Loggers were
unable to create any momentum on
offense. Three Logger quarterbacks
combined for six interceptions, two
of which were returned for
touchdownsby the Pioneers.
The Logger defense proved inef-

fective against the passing game of
Lewis and Clark. While UPS
stopped the running game, the Pioneers were allowed to throw down
the middle.
Trouble showed up early as the
Pioneers took a pass 88 yards for a
touchdown in the first quarter. After
that, the defense stepped up and held
on key possessions. The offense was
unable to step up due to quaterback
problems.
Christian Lindmark, who started
at quarterback despite a sore back,
threw two interceptions on the
Logger's first two possessions and
was pulled from the game in favor
of freshman Craig Knapp. Unfortunately, Knapp proved no more effective, also tossing two interceptions.

Subsequently, coach Gordon Elliott
put sophomore Ben Pierson in during the fourth quarter. Like
Lindmark and Knapp before him,
Pierson threw a pair of interceptions.

The next week provided no better
of an outcome for the team as the
Mountaineers came from behind in
the fourth quarter to win. The Log-

gers made a notable improvement,
especially on the offensive side.
Ben Pierson got the starting duties at quarterback and made the
most of it. Jeffrey Halstead caught
a Pierson pass for 36 yards and a
touchdown to pflt the Loggers ahead
13-6 in the third.
The Mountaineers made the decisive score in the fourth with help
from the Loggers on a pass interference penalty. The call put Eastern
Oregon at the Logger eight yard line,
where three plays later they ran into
the endzone.
The Logger defense came up big,
forcing four fumbles in the game.
The offense was only able to capitalize on one of them with a field
goal. So far this year, the defense

has allowed an average of only 20
points a game.
The Loggers will look ahead to
Saturday's game against Willamette.
The Bearcats bring a 2-0 NCIC
record and 7-0 overall record into
Baker Stadium. The Loggers will be
looking to prove that they can once
again match their play of the two
first games this season.
The Willamette game will also be
important to win as the Loggers
other two remaining games will
match them against the only other
two teams with winning records in
the NCIC, Linfield and PLU. The
Lutes are 6-0 on the season thus far.
Despite a rough last couple of
weeks, there's plenty of football left
to play.

LEROY THE LOGGERI
Go
Loggers!

UPS soccer teams red
hot and playoff bound
Kius

SHAIJINIAN

Staff Writer

Wow! What a week for Leroy!
Playoffs, playoffs, and more playoffs are on his mind.
The men's and women's soccer
teams clinched playoff births with
a slew of wins and ties. "Yeehaw!"
said Leroy. "More men and women
sliding around in the mud!"
Leroy was also impressed with
cross country's strong showing in
Eugene. "If I ran for the team, I'd
think about the movie The Running
Man while I ran. Arnold really
kicked ass in that movie."
Leroy remained optimistic about
the football season. "At least we'll
get a good draft pick.— Leroy, college doesn't have a draft. "Well, I
guess it's time for basketball season, huh?"

UPS soccer is headed to the play offs after an outstanding finish to a
great season. The men's team secured their second playoff birth this
weekend with a 2-2 tie against
Whitworth, and a 5-0 victory over
Whitman.
The Logger women are also
headed to the playoffs. They secured their playoff birth this weekend with a 0-0 tie against
Whitworth and 2-0 victory over
Whitman.
The Logger men's victories this
weekend were triggered by the excellent play of freshmen Tye
Tolentino. He scored both of the
Logger goals against the Whitworth
Pirates, and one goal in the victory
over Whitman.
For his play, Tolentino was selected as both NCIC and Puget
Sound Athlete of the Week. Chris
Barney described the excellent play
of Tye this weekend. "He is a very
quick player and he hustles really
hard. Tye is great at capitalizing on
the other team's mistakes," said
Barney.
In the Whitworth game, the Loggers began strong scoring the first
goal, but the Pirates tied before the
half. The Pirates came out after half
time and quickly scored on the Log-

gers, but Tolentino answered with
his second goal to tie the game.
The two teams battled scoreless
through double overtime to remain
tied.
On Sunday, the Loggers had a
scoring fest against Whitman as
Tolentino scored along with Bryan
Flemming, Andy Smith, and a pair
of goals from Kevin Zamira. The
Loggers have clinched a playoff
spot along with Seattle University
and George Fox University. The
NCIC Tournament will be held at
Seattle University, who is the number one seed.

4pIayeris aandveryisquick
çeat at
c41pitalizin on the other
teauii's ill/stakes."
—Chris Barney
The Puget Sound women's soccer team did not have a winning
season in the '90s before the 1996
and 1997 season, however, this has
since dramatically changed. The
Logger women's program, under
coach Randy Hanson, has made an
incredible turnaround that has
landed them this much deserved
playoff spot.
Michelle Moore described the

Series redeems baseball
Scorr LEONARD
Staff Writer
With just one game last week,
America was reminded of what a
great sport we have in the game of
baseball. Baseball once again redeemed itself with a magical World
Series, erasing most (if not all) of the
pain from the ill happenings of the
past few years.
Like no other sport in the U.S. today, baseball has a knack for shooting its fans in the foot. A season-ending strike, a spit in the face of an
umpire by a high-profile player, and
constant salary complaints make it
seem like baseball players wish they
could do something else for a living.
And at times we too wish they did
something else.
This October, however, baseball
changed our minds and once again
made the sport's finale something to
cherish.
In 1995, fans across the nation
were left disgusted with baseball, as
the major leaguers went on strike.
The forced cancellation of the Fall
Classic caused some fans to swear
they never again would buy a major
league ticket.
Last year, we witnessed Robby
Alomar spit in the face of an umpire
late in the season. After the league
refused to suspend him during the
playoffs, the umpires threatened to

strike. Great, now the umps,
thought the fans. Although the situation was defused, it left a scar on
the game.
But this season baseball straightened up and gave the country something worth watching. Mark
McGwire and Ken Griffey Jr.
chased the home-run record and
Roger Clemens, Kevin Brown, and
others dazzled us with their masterful pitching.
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Then came the playoffs, as the
Mariners and Giants made glorious
but unsuccessful runs. In the
League Championship Series,
Florida and Cleveland upset sharp
Atlanta and powerful Baltimore,
setting up a World Series to remember.
Most people, however, won't regard this series as anything special.
Any time a World Series has a game
with a score of 14 to 11, there is
certainly some defense to be questioned. Indeed, games one through
five were nothing spectacular. But
then the series moved back to
Florida, where things heated up.
Cleveland won a well played

game six, setting up an always exciting game seven. Baseball fans
were set onedge with anticipation.
Would Florida win a series after
just five years of existence? Could
the rookie Jaret Wright pitch the
Indians to their first title in almost
50 years? Would Marlin manager
Jim Leyland survive the night
without a heart attack?
The game lived up to more than
anyone expected. Both teams
played well and had exceptional
pitching perfomances. Jaret
Wright came through and pitched
a great game. Bobby Bonila hit a
breath taking home run. As the
game neared the ninth inning, the
game was set for a memorable ending. All who were watching could
not help but feel anxious.
The Marlins tied the game with
a suspenseful last stand. As the
game entered extra innings, itwas
obvious that it would go down in
the record books. With Edgar
Renteria's single in the eleventh,
the game was over and the Mar lins won the championship.
Fans and non-fans alike went to
bed that night knowing that they
had watched a classic, a game to
be talked about in 30 years. With
that one game, baseball wiped the
slate clean, making up for its past
transgressions. It reminded us of
how baseball used to be and how
it should be.

team's excitement of reaching the
playoffs and fulfilling a team goal.
"We are really excited to be in the
playoffs because it was one of our
goals at the beginning of the season,"
said Moore.
A weekend trip to Whitworth and
Whitman clinched the playoff spot for
the Logger women. Against
Whitworth the defense prevailed as
the ball would not go in the net for
either team.
The Pirates dominated the first half
with ten shots on goal, but the strong
play of Jen Mark and Gayle Baker
warded off the attack.
On Sunday, Michelle Moore and
Julie Louis played the offense for the
Loggers, as Jen Mark and Gayle
Baker provide the defense, securing
another shutout. The play of the senior goalkeepers has been outstanding holding nine teams to scoreless
games.
Moore praised the play of Jen and
Gayle. "Both are great goalkeepers
and they are very smart. They always
make the right decisions and they
never make mistakes," she said.
Next ,the men's and women's teams
will test their playing skills as they
head to Willamette University for the
NCIC playoff tournament, Nov. 8-9.

Football
Nov. 1
Willamette
@ Willamette
1:00 P.M.
Volleyball
Oct. 31
Whitman
@ Whitman
7:00 p.m.
.

Nov. 1
Whitworth
@ Whitworth
7:00 p.m.
Cross Country
Nov. 1
NCIC Championship
© George Fox
1:00 P.M.

Athlete of the Week
Kate Schmitt has kept the honors
pouring in as she continues to put in
phenomenal performances for the
UPS women's cross country team.
Schmitt was the top collegiate finisher among a myriad of
elite cross country runners that competed in the
University of Oregon
Cross Country Invitational Sunday, October
19 in Eugene.
Schmitt was second
overall in the meet that
included 204 runners from Division
I, H, NAIA, and open athletes. The
individual champion was open runner Liz Wilson with a time of 16:50.
Schmitt was a close second ,touring
the 5K course in a time of 17:01.
This established a new school record
for Puget Sound, a program that a!-

ready has taken four NAJA national
championships in women's cross
country.
Schmitt and her teammates won
the Collegiate Women's Event, excluding NCAA DI
schools, with 28
points.
Schmitt faced
tough competition
from University of
Oregon, UCLA,and
Marquette but did
not fail to leave
them in a cloud of dust as she outdistanced them all.
Earlier this season, Schmitt also
exhibited her talents when she finished ahead of all NCAA DI runners in the University of Washington squad during the Sundodger
Meet in Seattle.

Mon. - Thurs ................................... 7AM - 7PM
Fri. - Sun ......................................... 7AM - 5PM

Need money for tuition, books or loans?

"Help yourself by helping others"

alpha
1216 Center St.

-

Plasma
Centers

383-4044

2 blocks west of So. Tacoma Way at center & M St.

We must nix 676 Orientation devalued
They say politics make strange adult who takes control of a gun.
,edfellows. It is strange politics, in- This means a gun owner cannot
iced, that could make The Trail hop leave his or her weapons under the
ii bed with the NRA. Initiative 676 supervision of unlicensed adult famvould require all handguns in the ilv members, whether or not anyone
tate of Washington be fitted with a plans to use or even handle the weapriggerlock device. The people he- ons. In practical terms, 1-676 would
iind this initiative have only the best require every adult in a gull-owning
f intentions ' sayijousejiuju to be Uig lives, espccensed. ProcessinJ
ally the lives of
all adult family, ir
ur
addition to the estiumber
crital
aths every year
Washington state, u
alanningly high, and fitting weapnothing short of
is with triggerlocks i one way to bureaucratic nightmare.
isure that no handgun could disEven this could be surmounted ii
iargc inadvertently.
the implementation timeline pro
While this is an admirable goal, it posed in 1-676 were not so disasinnot change the fact that 1-676 is
trously short. All licenses must be
orly written, prohibitively corn- obtained by January 1, 2004. Concx, and fatally flawed. Rather than
sidering the time needed to establis
mply fighting for mandatory procedure and process the cmshin
iggerlocks, this bill also tries to number of people needing licensing
ckle the problem of state handgun this is simply not long enough
ifct regulation. Currently. WashThose who the state is unable tc
gton has no safety laws and no serve will be considered crirninab
awing requirements for gun own- and have their weapons confiscated
s. 1-676 proposes that anyone planThis will put unnecessary pressurc
ng to buy, own, or take control of on a police force already spread fai
handgun must first pass an eight
too thin.
ur course to earn a safety license.
We all want to be safe, but I-67
his class would cost no more than is not the way to do it Voting no or
25. while the triggerlock would I 676 will save Washington residents
)st about $12.50
endless heartache and wasted dol.
The problem is that not only gull lars. Triggerlocks are a good idea; 1.
Nners must he licensed, but any 676 is not.
'
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Once again the administration has
failed to incorporate students in the
decisions which affect them most.
Deans Kay, Cooney, and Mills, acting on their own behalves, proposed
major changes to the Orientation
program for future students based on
an unreliable e-mail survey with
6.7% of the student body represented. (This probably illustrates the
fact that any e-mail survey is inef fective; how many times a day do
we take the trouble to fight through
the complicated Eudora system on
campus to read our e-mail?) Moreover, their only presentation of this
proposal occurred on October 22 to
little or no publicity. Dean Kay did
not even consult with her core staff,
including Jack Roundy, Director of
ACA, on the proposed changes.
Their proposal destroys the foundation on which Orientation was
founded. Perspectives and Passages
are a student-run program involving
extreme dedication, planning, and
motivation. By changing the programs, the administration has shown
a total lack of respect to the students
and staff involved in Orientation.
Perspectives has been eliminated:
there will be no more Urban Plunge
community service day, no more
skit, and no more group activities.

From a University that adamantly
advertises its supposedly high service rate among students, we find it
amusing that they have removed any
aspect of service from Orientation.
Moreover, Dean Kay expects those
Perspectives leaders who find themselves without a leadership role to
become immediately interested and
excited about the prospects of becoming Passages leaders. She fails
to realize that these students applied
to be Perspectives leaders because
they typically did not want to be Passages leaders. With the new proposal, these students' energy and
dedication will be lost.
In Dean Kay's proposal, Passages
has been drastically changed in ways
that will affect both the Passages
leaders and freshmen students. The
new proposal has the leaders and
freshmen returning from an intense
trip in the mountains on Sunday at
9:00 p.m. and starting class Monday
morning. Dean Kay has also proposed that Passages be broken up
into two campsites, which will directly remove the intimacy and uniformity that existed in the past. Not
everyone will return to school with
the common bond and experiences
that Passages at Camp Parsons represented. The new program will call
for 120 Passages leaders to fill the
needs of the program. This assumes
that Dean Kay can find 120 students
to fill the role of qualified Orienta-

tion leaders. Under these conditions,
there is a direct danger to the incoming freshmen because a large number of the 120 leaders would not be
qualified to fulfill his/her role.
And that leaves Preludes: who remembers Preludes? Conveniently,
Preludes remains intact with over
nine hours of classes; however, to
ease the heavy workload, the administration provides rootbeer floats in
the evening. Perhaps what is most
frustrating is the fact that after the
first Preludes session, students seem
to disappear. And the students who
do remain for the duration of Preludes forget "the strategies of successful college students." It seems
that the study habits stressed during
Preludes do not accurately represent
study habits students use throughout
the rest of the year. Yet the administration continues to believe that Orientation should be a primarily academic experience.
Perspectives is not and never has
been an academic experience; it is
an opportunity for new students to
adjust to college, learn about themselves, and make new friends. Student leaders, interested in protecting
these goals, are in the process of developing a new proposal in response
to the administration. Hopefully, the
administration will adopt the proposal which best considers the experiences that many current students
found to be most valuable.

U.S. responsible for Latin - American killers
JENNIFER DELURY

Political Columnist
Chinese President Jiang Zemin
has arrived in the United States to
find protesters and an American
media that can't stop talking about
China's "horrible human rights
record." But China is not the only
country guilty of human rights
abuses. Right here in the good ol'
U.S. of A, we are guilty of abusing
human rights. Jam talking about the
massacres, assassinations, "disappearances," and torturings that have
resulted from the training provided
by the School of the Americas.
What many Americans don't
know is that about 20 billion of our
tax dollars annually go towards
training Latin American military
strongmen at this army school located in Fort Benning, Georgia. Over
the past 50 years the School of the
Americas (SOA)—properly renamed "The School of the Assassins" by a major Panamanian newspaper—has been responsible for
training over 59,000 Latin American
soldiers in combat, counterinsurgency operations, the "neutralization" of targets, psychological operations, sniper tactics, arms, and torture tactics.
In September of! 996 the Department of Defense, under pressure
from human rights advocates and
others, released the Torture Training
manuals used by the SOA between

1982 and 1991. These Spanish-language manuals, totaling over 1,000
pages in length, advocate execution,
false imprisonment, blackmail,
physical abuse, kidnapping, truth
serum and other forms of intimidation and torture. According to the
Boston Globe, one section of the
manual titled "Handling of Sources"

suggests that military soldiers trying
to elicit information could "cause the
arrest of the employee's parents,
imprison the employee, or [give]
him a beating."
Among the long list of SOA
graduates are many names connected to horrifying atrocities, including assassinations, rapes, "disappearances," torture, and the massacre of entire communities. Two of
the three officers cited in Archbishop
Oscar Romero's assassination were
SOA graduates, as were many of
those responsible for the El Mozote
massacre in El Salvador, where over
900 civilians were killed. In Guatemala, SOA graduate Hector Gramajo
was one of the head officers responsible for the slaughter of over
200,000 Mayan Indians. In Columbia, over 100 of the 246 officers cited
for war crimes by an international

human rights tribunal were SOA
graduates. In Honduras, at least 19
of the ranking officers linked to the
Battalion 3-16 death squad were
graduates ofthe SOA. Former President of Panama General Manuel
Noriega (who is currently serving 40
years in a U.S. prison for drug trafficking) was also a graduate. In Peru,
the three top officers involved in the
1994 murder of a professor and nine
university students were graduates.
In 1993 the United Nations Truth
Commission Report on El Salvador
noted that 73% of those cited for
atrocities and massacres during the
civil war were trained at the SOA.
The list goes on...
We must ask ourselves: Why did
we train these men? Why are they
continuing to be trained? Is Latin
America under attack by some foreign invader? Do they need U.S.trained militaries to defend their
borders and their sovereignty?
The answer is an obvious "no."
These men were trained for the sole
purpose of oppressing their own citizens. They were trained to rule with
an iron fist (to borrow a well-known
phrase) in an attempt to keep "stability" and "order." Anyone who has
studied Latin America knows that
there is a long history of military dietatorships responsible for oppressing
anyone with a different voice, particularly religious workers, labor
organizers, and others working for
the rights of the poor. Unfortunately,

the U.S. considered these military
dictatorships to be in "our national
interest" during the Cold War years.
As long as we support right-wing
militaries via the SOA, we reasoned,
communism won't take hold in Latin
America. The results of this inhumane mentality have been absolutely
devastating.
Unfortunately, many U.S. citizens
do not even know that the SOA exists, much less what it has done to
the people of Latin America. We
have helped fund the SOA through
taxes, and therefore we, too, are
partly responsible for the deaths of
hundreds of thousands of innocent
people, many ofthem religious lead-

in are jiartly
sponsible for the deaths
culbündreds of thousands
of innocent people...
qi

ers, many of them poor, indigenous,
and powerless.
The idea of U.S. tax dollars funding assassinations, "disappear ances," and massacres is not one that
weighs easy on the hearts of Americans. It is not easy to hear. It is not
easy to believe. We are used to taking pride in our country and in the
individual freedoms that many of us
enjoy. We feel justified in self-righteously condemning countries like
China for their human rights abuses,

unaware ofthe fact that we, too, had
better start cleaning up our act.
Don't misunderstand me—this
article is not about absolving China.
It is about bringing up the fact that
we, too, are guilty of human rights

abuses. It is about shedding some
pride, educating ourselves and taking responsibility for our actions.
We must act now to close the
School of the Americas. This November 16, one thousand people will
be gathering at the SOA in Fort
Benning, Georgia to hand-deliver

one million signatures supporting
the closure of the SOA. November
16, not coincidentally, is also the
eighth anniversary of the slaughter
of six Jesuit priests in El Salvador.

Nineteen of the 26 officers responsible for their assassinations were
SOA graduates. Ifyou would like to
sign the petition supporting the

school's closure, please contact our
campus Amnesty International chapter (via ASUPS). There will also be
a vigil and protest held at Union Station in Tacoma on November 13
from noon to 6:30 p.m. Join us.
In addition, there is a bill that has
been introduced to the house (HR
611) proposing to close the SOA.
Tacoma Rep. Norm Dicks voted last
year against the bill, allowing the
SOA to remain open. Please write
to Norm Dicks, or to your home state
congressperson, and tell her/him to
vote "yes" on HR 611, so that we
can end this tradition of torture.
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Bumper sticker war petty
JASON JAKAJTIS

Coordinating Editor
I really can't tell you which is
more appalling, the utter stupidity
that is concentrated so concisely in
most bumper stickers, or the prolific rate at which even stupider
people buy them. I'm not sure exactly where or when , /
the whole "witty"
bumper sticker trend
arose but the first
bumper sticker
memory I have is the
"My kid beat up your
honors student"
bumper sticker. The
first one was neat, the
second was an interesting coincidence,
but three days later
40% of all vehicles in
California had the
goddamn sticker.
And the University
of Puget Sound, albeit filled with
some of the smartest people I've
ever met in my entire life, is ripe
with examples of these inane and
infuriating mottoes.
Hands down the two worst examples of this plague are the "Mean
people suck" epidemic and the
whole Jesus vs. Darwin thing.
Firstly, let's deal with society's sudden urge to condemn the mean
people of the earth with a brutal and

Lawnmower Man
feels no guilt
Editorial staff:
Your story on the campus lawns
Oct. 16 was good satire but largely
misinformed on facts. In particular
is the continued notion that the
Grounds Maintenance either
overwaters or waters during the
rainy season.
You obviously haven't talked to
Dave Cross, our irrigation tech on
campus, or you'd know this is a ii
diculous assumption. UPS is fortunate to have him on the staff.
And puh–lease, stop trying to lay
a guilt trip on Facilities by saying
we "feel no guilt about what we do
to the lawns." That would be funny
if it wasn't so melodramatic. The last
time I heard something that corny, I
almost fell off my dinosaur and
broke my wooden underwear.
Guilt and sex maybe. Guilt and
lawns? Nah.
School admissions aren't down
and parents don't cringe in horror
when I'm sunk up to my axel in clay
and g'acial till—although the used
condoms, broken beer bottles, underwear and bras hanging from the
trees do puzzle them somewhat.
Finally, on the subject of lawns,
your simple solutions are just that.

hard-hitting campaign of "We're not
gonna take it anymore" propaganda.
I must admit I can't fully delve into
a discussion of the depths of their
depravity and need of a beating. The
reasons for this stem from the fact
that I DON'T KNOW JUST WHAT
THE FUCK THEY'RE TALKING
ABOUP

nal sticker. Through association with
and acknowledgment of the second
stupidest thing I've ever seen (we'll
get to the first in a minute) you not
only condemn yourself to eternal
hatred from nice people, but also
from mean people who know you're
just a stupid, trendy idiot bent on
hoping someone with glance at the
ass-end of
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legs," then the "Jehovah fish with
legs getting eaten by a shark that is
actually God," to be followed soon
by the inevitable the "Jehovah fish
becomes man and creates the atomic
bomb which is used to annihilate
God" bumper sticker. When professing a true passion for something,
there's nothing more genuine
than engaging in a childish,
expensive and aesthetij cally displeasing campaign of propaganda
/
and bitter arguA
ment.
Don't even
begin to think
that if youve decided to wage a
w ar against these

Jason Jakaitis
Managing Editor

Erin Speck
News Editor

Tom Perry
A&E Editor

Keith Turausky
Features Editor

Katie Peterman
Sports Editor

Sierra Spitzer
Opinions Editor

Dianna Woods

pbumper-prophets

Adam Hersh

Do you have any idea how much your
damn sticker makes mean people
want to beat you? It makes me want
to beat you and I'm not even mean!
In your shallow endeavor to spurn the
evils of the world, all you've done is
conjure forth more white-hot anger
that has ever been experienced on the
freeways and cul-de-sacs of America.
And while we're at it, let's also address the "All people suck" and "Nice
people suck" rebuttals to the origi-

your sports car will
think you're tough and nihilistic.
And then there is, of course, those
who have such a profound love for
God, or an equally strong drive to
piss off those who don't believe in
His Holiness, that they would
trivialize it to the point of putting it
on a sticker and engaging in their
own private little holy war on
wheels. First there was the "Jehovah
fish," then the "Jehovah fish with

Don't overwater, get better drainage,
don't use our twelve ton (actually it's
four and three–quarters) mower on
soft ground. We're on a swamp here
folks! We have utility grade lawns,
not luxury grade. We don't overfertilize and our use of chemicals is a
last resort and extremely judicious
when used.
As for our mowing frequency and
mowing height, our turf is best suited
to a two to two and a half inch cutting height for a healthy root system
and waiting for "a less than damp
day" is not an option with 70 plus
acres of campus.
A few turf tire tracks in the lawn
are no big deal and should only serve
as a warning not to walk through
them in sandals.
Well, it's starting to rain and that's
my signal to mow like the wind
Sincerely,
John F Conley
Groundskeeper

dent-run programs such as Perspectives and Passages and replacing
them with more academically focused and currently undefined
evening programs with a stronger
scholastic emphasis.
The proposed changes for Orientation demonstrate this university's
lack of commitment to the development of a complete student. A liberal arts education prepares students
for the depth of academic and social
challenges in the career world. While
publicly stating this goal, the university often turns its back on the per sonal and social development of students. Until now, Orientation has
been one of the few remaining programs supported by the administration which recognizes the need for
students to develop into whole individuals, healthy in the mind, body
and spirit. The currently proposed
changes in Orientation only serve to
further isolate the administration
from the complete college experience desired by its students.
The administration has revamped
a program that has been over a decade in the making, then handed it
to Orientation staff and involved students and said "Let's work together
to make this a success." In this act,
they have demonstrated, first, a lack
of respect and appreciation for the
student leaders and staff involved in
orientation, and secondly, their misconception of what truly makes these
programs successful at reaching new
students and making them feel welcome at Puget Sound. Perspectives
and Passages are student-run. programs. The motivation among lead-

ers to train, plan and carry out orientation does not come from the
need to fill a given amount of available positions. Student leaders make
a conscious decision - to welcome
new arrivals. They strive to communicate to incoming students that the
college experience will be everything and more than they anticipated
and that at Puget Sound they will
develop into people they never realized themselves to be. This spirit of
enthusiastic students welcoming
others cannot be mandated from
above and it cannot be captured in
the "academic and social events"
proposed by Dean Cooney.
Perspectives and Passages are
about new experiences, with new
people, that challenge individuals to
grow and form new relationships.
These friendships often carry students through the many academic
challenges that lie ahead in the rigorous curriculum of Puget Sound.
Orientation helps build the infrastructure of confidence, openness to
new ideas, and comfort within different surroundings which will support a student throughout the college
experience.
Dean Mills, Dean Cooney and
Dean Kay, I challenge you to reverse
the mistakes you have made. The
initial goal to shorten Orientation
can be reached while maintaining an
integrated program involving faculty, administrators and students.
This process will begin when you
genuinely consider a student-supported proposal.
Sincerely,
Chad Wilsey

To the Editors:
The recently announced changes
in the emphasis and structure of New
Student Orientation have become an
example of how the administration
at Puget Sound acts authoritatively
without genuine regard for the commitments and interests of students.
Dean Cooney, Dean Mills, and Dean
Kay have initiated a drastic overhaul
of the Orientation schedule with the
main purpose of de-emphasizing stu-
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with a barrage of "Lord
save me from your fol41
lowers" stickers that
somehow you're better
than they are. This isn't a
W' right or wrong thing, this is
a "trivializing and making annoying
and petty what should be important
to you" thing. If you think you're
doing yourself or your cause (whatever it may be) any good then you're
a flaming idiot.
The only ideal can offer that may
be able to bring these two warring,
petty sides together is to remind both
sides of our mutual hatred for "No
Fear" stickers and their owners.
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Editorial Policy
The Puget Sound Trail is
published weekly by the
Associated Students of the
University of Puget Sound.
Opinions and advertisements do
not necessarily reflect the view of
the Associated Students, the
University or its Board of
Trustees. Staff Editorials are the
opinion of the majority of the core
staff Articles in the Opinions
section are printed at the
discretion of the Opinions Editor
and do not necessarily reflect the
views of this newspaper. The
Trail reserves the right not to
print letters over two hundred
words and to edit any letters
printed. All letters must have
a signature and a phone
number and are due no later
than Tuesdays at noon.
Anonymous letters will not be
printed. Letters may be sent to:

The Puget Sound Trail
University of Puget Sound
1500 N. Warner
Tacoma,WA 98416
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UPS AL&D LIBS From the deskof President
Susan ResneckPierce

MAD LIBS® is fun to play with friends, but you can also play it by yourself!
To begin with, DO NOT look at the story below. Fill in the blanks with the words called
for. Then, using the words you've selected, fill in the blank spaces in the story.
Now you've created your own hilarious MAD LIB!

A CONFESSION

Memoirs, October 20, 1997:

NAME OF UPS ADMINISTRATOR:_________
NOUN:
ADVERB:
NAME OF PERSON IN ROOM:____________
VERB ENDING IN -ING:
ADJECTIVE:
ADVERB:
NOUN:___
NOUN:___
VERB:
NAME OF HOUSEHOLD CLEANSER:
NOUN:___
ADJECTIVE:
PLACE:___
NOUN:___
NOUN:
NAME OF PHI DELT:____________________
NAME OF UPS ADMINISTRATOR:__________
ADJECTIVE:
NOUN:

• . . A policy of containing student aggression remains indispensable. There is no alternative but resistance. But piecemeal resistance, at a time and place dictated by the
student body, has proved infeasible.
The original idea behind containment was
that the containment of student-aided and
student-sponsored advances would be impelled to concentrate its attention on improving the position of its people.
But what if the UPS student body is not
normal? What if, because of the way its internal system operates, the student body
must be endlessly aggressive?
Damn. I knew we should have kept
DiScala.

A CONFESSION
On Tuesday, November 12

of apology to The Puget Sound Trail from a student who

released a
NOUN

NAME OF UPS ADMINISTRATOR

confessed to the graffiti which occurred

admitted to

on Wednesday, October 30.
ADVERB

Harrington and Anderson-Langdon with

alternately

coffee and

was too much for him to

NAME OF HOUSEHOLD CLEANSER

VERB

for twenty hours. Subsequently, the student stole a

slurs throughout Harrington and the

and wrote the
JWJ 1.L II V t
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outside of Anderson-Langdon. The student then returned to

and went to sleep. The student

, discharged a
NOUN

PLACE

chose

NOUN

ADVERB

NOUN

. Re-

use of

graffiti. The crime was attributed to the
ADJECTIVE

portedly the student claims that the

VERB ENDING IN -ING

NAME OF PERSON IN ROOM

from the University, rather than participate in Honor Court. "I would rather have seen the student stay and face
NOUN

the charges," said ASUPS representative

.

address the problems of

forum to

will be holding another

NAME OF PHI DELT NAME OF UPS ADMINISTRATOR

ADJECTIVE

_ on campus.
tLWAWJI

-

The Combat Zone is intended as a satirical Work and, as
such, has been set apart from the rest of this paper. The
views and opinions expressed by the Combat Zone do not
necessariy reflect those of The Puget Sound Trail, ASUPS,
or the University of Puget Sound. But they should.
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